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Agenda
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Content Speaker

Introductions and housekeeping Rebecca Koppel

Welcome and context setting Jason Turi

Introduction to the toolkit Rebecca Koppel

Resource intro and demo Dave Moskowitz

Resource intro and demo Shelly Virva

Q&A All



- This event will be recorded; the recording and slides will be sent out

- Please keep yourself on mute (by phone or on the Zoom platform)

- All questions should be submitted through the chat feature

- Individuals might be selected to participate out loud. To unmute your 
phone, press *6

Housekeeping
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Introductions
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Jason Turi
Director of Field 
Building & Resources
Camden Coalition of 
Healthcare Providers

Rebecca Koppel
Program Manager for 
Field Building & 
Resources
Camden Coalition of 
Healthcare Providers

Shelly Virva, 
LCSW, FNAP
Senior Consultant
Health Management 
Associates

Dave Moskowitz, 
MD, MAS
Vice President, 
Medical Director
Navvis Healthcare



Our partners said: How do I start a 
complex care program? Do I have to 
start from scratch?

We heard:
- Complex care programs around the 
country are “reinventing the wheel”
- Complex care programs aren’t able to 
share resources
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Complex care startup toolkit
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- Program design

- Program operations

- Data and process improvement

- Team and leadership development

- Community mapping and collaboration

- Communication and growth of success

Complex care startup toolkit: chapters
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Team and staff ongoing improvement: 
Role clarity activity

Dave Moskowitz, MD, MAS



Situation

• Developed roles, responsibilities, job descriptions 

• Hired committed, mission driven folks



Situation

• Developed roles, responsibilities, job descriptions 

• Hired committed, mission driven folks

But…

• Licensed staff did not want to let go

• CHWs felt like they didn’t own tasks

• Interprofessional team felt more like a co-located team

• Impacting performance



Tool development

• Needed a visual & interactive way to understand current state as a 
team

• Inspired by the PCMH jellybean exercise

• Partnered with administrative dyad

• Off site retreat





Start with the patient’s needs

• What does the patient need?  
• Not what I do, or what you’re supposed to do

• Blank slate or starter gets folks to contribute



Where is the work happening now?

• Participants place the stickers in the cell where they think the work is 
currently occurring. 

• Not where it “should” occur

• They can pick up to two staff for each need
• Arbitrary, but keeps it manageable visually

• Different color stickers for different roles
• Where do the CHWs think work is happening? Where do the RNs?



CHW

LCSW

RN



Step back

• Are there any gaps: any patient needs that no one is addressing?

• Is there a lot of overlap: any patient needs that multiple staff are 
addressing?

• Were there any needs where it was hard to pick only two staff?

• Where do people think the work should be occurring?

• Facilitator emphasizes the importance of working to the top of 
training.

• Any big changes needed?



Outcomes

• CHWs owned more roles & everyone was there 
when that decision was made

• Top-of-license roles for RNs and LCSW were 
reinforced by their peers

• Natural leaders emerged

• Team camaraderie 
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MAT BEST PRACTICE 
TOOLKIT

Shelly Virva LCSW FNAP
Senior Consultant 

Institute on Addiction



THE 
“CAMDEN” 

TOOLKIT
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SITUATION-MAT TOOLKIT BACKSTORY
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We worked with 
many FQHCs since 

2013 helping to start 
and expand MAT 

programs in primary 
care

We both started our 
own programs and 
knew some of the 

challenges

Encountered the 
same practical

resource needs time 
and again

Katie put together her 
own packet of 

resources

Put our ideas 
together and created 
a best practice toolkit



THE BACK STORY 

≫ The programs we coached consistently asked for help with 
role descriptions, workflows, how to run refill groups etc.

≫ We wanted to create something that was:
≫Available to everyone free of charge

≫Practical that provides examples and guidelines for developing 
sustainable MAT programs

≫ Resources were compiled from experts and successful 
programs for the toolkit

≫ Support from Camden Coalition communications team to edit 
and publish
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HOW  TO USE IT

≫ Target audience: any programs starting or expanding 
Medications for Addiction Treatment programs

≫ The information is not limited to a primary care environment

≫ It can be used by leadership, clinicians, administrators, data 
teams and IT

≫ Example: there are several job descriptions, best practice 
prescribing tips, EMR templates for prescribers and 
behavioral health, workflows, outcome measures and QI etc.
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HOW ITS BEING USED TODAY

≫ The “Camden” Toolkit is currently being used across the 
country in a multitude of settings

≫ It has been a resource to help county mental health agencies 
and SUD programs start MAT in CA

≫ It is being used in several multi-state MAT expansion projects 
in CA, CO, DE, DC, NJ, NY, OH, PA, WI, TN

≫ A medical school professor regularly uses the toolkit in her 
classroom
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HOW ITS BEING USED TODAY

≫ Large health systems and smaller CHCs, urban and rural, 
CMH and SUD programs

≫ “This MAT toolkit is the most comprehensive resource out 
there. I haven’t encountered anything with this much quality 
information in one place to date.” - An addiction psychiatrist 
who has started programs and prescribed MAT for over 20 
years

≫ https://www.nationalcomplex.care/research-
policy/resources/toolkits/mat-toolkit/
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https://www.nationalcomplex.care/research-policy/resources/toolkits/mat-toolkit/
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Questions? 

Submit your questions through the chat 
feature



Do you want to see a series of these complex care startup toolkit webinars 
including featured resources?

- No – these aren’t helpful

- No – I got what I needed from this webinar

- Yes – I’d like 1 more

- Yes – I’d like 2 more

- Yes – I’d like 3 more

Poll
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Do you have a tool, template, or 
resource that you’re proud of? Do you 
want to be featured in a future 
webinar?

Let us know!

http://bit.ly/NC-startup-resources
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Our National Center for Complex Health and Social Needs
is building the field of complex care, and also co-designing,
training, and supporting ecosystems across the country. 



Leadership & collaboration Policy & advocacyData & evaluation

Equity, diversity, & inclusion

● Segmenting patient populations 

for effective identification and 

management through 

hotspotting 

● Sharing data across 

organizations and systems

● Including consumers in program 

design, evaluation, strategy, 

research, and advocacy through 

Amplify bureau

● Developing consumer leadership

● Developing policy solutions to 

advance complex care

● Partnering with local and state 

government to operationalize and 

scale innovative practices

Care deliveryProgram design & operations
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● Adapting evidence-based, site-

specific models of care

● Developing and improving care 

coordination workflows through 

clinical redesign 

● Utilizing community asset 

mapping to understand 

community strengths and fill gaps

● Forging authentic healing 

relationships with patients, and 

optimizing interdisciplinary care 

teams through COACH/RELATE 

training

● Defining and training staff on

complex care core competencies 

● Coaching adaptive leadership

● Addressing cultural differences 

between healthcare and social 

sector organizations

● Making the business case to 

senior leaders and payers 

Bold = exemplar tools

Our TA provides comprehensive support to organizations 
developing new programs and building ecosystems, leveraging 
the tools we have created to facilitate change



• Rebecca Koppel: rkoppel@camdenhealth.org
• Jason Turi: jturi@camdenhealth.org
• Dave Moskowitz: Dave.MoskowitzMD@navvishealthcare.com
• Shelly Virva: SVirva@healthmanagement.com

For more information
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We want your feedback!

An evaluation survey will be sent 
out after this webinar



Camden Coalition of Healthcare Providers

National Center for Complex Health and Social Needs
An initiative of the Camden Coalition of Healthcare Providers

www.nationalcomplex.care
@natlcomplexcare

800 Cooper St., 7th Floor
Camden, NJ 08102

Thank you!
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- Program design

- Program operations

- Data and process improvement

- Team and leadership development

- Community mapping and collaboration

- Communication and growth of success

Complex care startup toolkit: chapters


